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AN INTRODUCTION TO RATS

(RISOS/ ARPA TERMINAL SYSTEM):
AN OPERATING SYSTEM
FOR THE DEC PDP-ll/45

Abstract

RATS (RISOS/ ARPA Terminal System)

is a virtual memory, multiprogramming

operating system for the DEC PDP-ll/45.

It makes use of the full capabilities of the

PDP-ll/45 memory management unit to

provide a very general virtual memory

facility for PDP-ll programs. In addi-

tion, it provides system facilities which

allow the system to be extended by users.

Also, RATS provides a high degree of

security for programs and data, and

services terminals in order to permit

interactive communication both with the

PDP-ll/45 and with remote machines.

The RATS operating system has been

developed by the RISOS project (for Re-

search in Secured Operating Systems) as

part of its effort toward development of

automated security testing programs.

The RISOS proj ect, which is now under

way at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,

is sponsored by the Advanced Research

Projects Agency of the Department of

Defense.

Introduction

GENERAL

As part of its continuing interest in the

problem of how to improve computer

security, the Advanced Research Projects

Agency (AR P A) of the Department of

Defense has funded a project, now under

way at the University of California's

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, involving

ways to measure, test and evaluate the

actual security of data stored in a computer

system. This project, called RISOS (for

Research in Secured Operating Systems),

has, as its name indicates, a primary

interest in finding out how operating

systems can be made more secure. The,

project works cooperatively with selected

computer installations around the country,

as directed by the Department of Defense.

The focus of the project is on soft\"are

security as opposed to physical security.

Its ultimate goal is to develop detailed

security guidelines that will be of value

to both system design and system mainte-

nance personnel.

The RISOS group's work has two

principal aspects. The first is conducting

applied research into computer operating

system security through a detailed exami-

nation of a system's code, its documenta-

tion and its procedures. Second, when

flaws or potential weak points in a system
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are found, the project can perform actual
hands-on test either at the installation

itself or remotely via terminals and tele-

phone lines. For the latter purpose the

project uses a dedicated Digital Equip-

ment Corporation PDP-11/45 computer

along with associated terminals, card

reader, printer, tape drive and disk drive

as a remote access point from which tests

can be performed.

In order to use the PDP-11/45 system

for its special tasks of software security

testing, the RISOS project has written an

operating system, known as RATS (for

RISOS/ ARPA Terminal System). RATS,

which is a virtual memory, multiprogram-

ming facility, performs two principal

functions for the RISOS project:

a. It permits the rapid accessing of

special testing programs stored on
the PDP-ll while in communication

with the computer under test. To

the computer being tested the RISOS

PDP-11 system appears to be

another terminal or remote job

entry point.

b. It services the seventeen RISOS

terminals in order to permit com-
munication with and execution of

programs on the PDP-11 computer

itself or on other computers via

phone lines or the nationwide ARPA

computer petwork.

The present manual is being published

to provide, for all interested readers,

programmer and system-programmer

data as well as complete system listings
of the current release of RATS. It should

be observed, however, that RATS is still

under active development. In its present

state of development, as described in this

manual, RATS is not a turnkey system;

that is, it is expected that a moderate

amount of work by an experienced system

programmer may be necessary to tailor

RATS to a particular installation.

RATS supports a large number of user

processes (currently 100). Each process

has its own virtual memory in the form

of files (cf. Multics segments1), its own

registers, and its own list of capabilities?,3

A process can run a completely unde-

bugged program without crashing the

system. Processes can share memory

and capabilities. Directories can contain

any capabilities, including files and
directories.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The minimum hardware configuration

needed to run RATS is a PDP-11/45 with

the KTllC memory management option,

24K words of core, a clock, and a disk.

It might be possible to get away with as

little as 16K of core, but it has never

been tried. The RISOS configuration

has 56K of core; KWllP clock; RP03

disk; seventeen terminals (DL11 and

DJ11); 5 data sets (DC11 and DLllE);

RK05 disk; TR07 - F 9-track 1600 BPI

mag tape; TCll Dectape; CR 11 card

reader; a Versatec Model LP1150 line

printer; and a Bolt Beranek Newman

Model 316 Interface Message Processor
(IMP) which is a node in the nation-

wide ARPA computer network. The

RISOS project uses the IMP in order

to communicate with the ARPA network.

A diagram of the RISOS PDP-11 system

(configured as of February, 1974) showing

the portions supported by RATS is given

in Fig. 1.
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CRT terminals (3).
Beehive Model SB2

Hardcopy terminals (9).
Texas Instruments
Models 725, 730 and 733

CRT terminal.
Hazeltine
Model 2000

Hardcopy term ina I .
Texas Instruments
Mode I 725 [

16 Channel multiplexer
(DJ II-AC)

Asynchronous
interface

(DL II-C)

Asynchronous interface
(DL Il-C) [

PDP -II /45 C P U

(K B-ll) UNIBUS

Core memory
56 K (24K-DEC
and 32 K -Fabritek)

Conso Ie

keyboard
terminal
(LA-30)

Disk control Ier
(RP-ll)

Disk controller
(RK-Il)

Magnetic tape
controller
1600 BPI
(TR 07-F)
See note 1

Memory management
unit (KTll-C)

Disk drive.
40 M bytes
(RP-03)

Disk cartridge.
2.4 M bytes
(RK-05)

9 Track

magnetic tape
drive
(TU 66F-9/45)
See note I

Dual Dectape unit
(TU-56)

See note I

Dectape controller
(TC-II)

See note 1

Notes

Note 1 - NOJ supported by RATS
Nate 2 - Special unit. Designed by University of Illinois and manufactured by DEC
Nate 3 - DEC part numbers are in parentheses
Nate 4 - The 110-300 baud modems are equivalent to Western Electric type 103A data sets.

Legend

IMP - Interface Message Processor
ARPA - Advanced Research Projects Agency
WATS - Wide Area Telephone Service
DEC - Digital Equipment Corporation



CRT terminals (3).
Beehive Model SB2

synchronous interfaces (3).
(DL l1-C)

~al time clock
(KW l1-P)

~al time clock
(KW ll-L)

Card reader
(CR-l1)

See note 1

.ine printer
(ersatec
\'1odel LP 1150

High speed
paper tape
reader funch
(pC-l1
See note 1

---~

u

N

IMP interface unit.
See notes 1 and 2

Asynchronous interface
(DC ll-DA)

Asynchronous interface
(DC ll-DA)

Asynchronous interface
(DC l1-DA)

B

u
Automatic dialer
interface (DN 11 -A)

S
Asynchronous interface

(DC 11 - DA )

Automatic dialer
interface (DN II-A)

Automatic dialer

interface (DN II-A)

300 Baud asynchronous

interface (DL 11 - E)

Synchronous interface
(DP ll-DA)

See note 1

Model 316 IMP
Bolt Beranek Newman
See note 1

110-300 baud modem
Vadic Model VA305D

110-300 baud modem
Vadic Model VA305D

110-300 baud modem
Vadic Model VA305D

Automatic dialer
Vadic Model VA801AD

110-300 baud modem
Vadic model VA305D

Automatic dialer
Vadic Model VA801AD

Automatic dialer
Vadic Model VA801AD

110-300 baud modem
Vadic Model VA305D

Line 1

Line 2

Asynchronous

I

High speed (50 kB)
phone lines for
connection to ARPA
computer network

Voice grade phone line

Voice grade phone line

Voice grade phone line

Voice grade phone line

(WATS)

300

2000 baud modem I I 2000
Milgo/ICC Model 2200/20
See note 1 ISynchronous

Voice grade

phone line

Fig. 1. RA TS PDP- 11/45 hardware con-
figuration (as of February 1974).
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OBT AINING SYSTEM REVISION
INFORMATION

Because RATS is still under active

development, various changes to the

. system continue to be generated. As these

changes are made they are documented

and, once development is substantially

complete, they will be incorporated into

revisions to this manual. Until that time,

those desiring information about changes

and new developments in RATS should

address all such requests to the author:

Charles R. Landau
RISOS Project
Mail Stop L-307
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

Interested readers may also obtain com-

puter readable copies of the RATS source

code by writing to the author.

RELATED PUBLICATIONS

For a full comprehension of the

concepts and techniques described in

this handbook it is necessary to have

knowledge of the Digital Equipment

Corporation assembly language used

with their PDP-ll/45 computer. This

language and the PDP-11/45 processor

are described in the following publi-

cations:

1. PDP-11/45 Processor Hand-

book (1973). Digital Equipment

Corporation, Maynard,

Massachusetts.

2. PDP-ll: PAL-llR Assembler,

Programmer's Manual, (DEC-ll-

ASCD-D) September 1971. Digital

Equipment Corporation, Maynarrl,
Massachusetts.

RA TS Programmer's Handbook:

Fundamental Capabilities

GENERAL

The fundamental object in the RATS

system is a < process> . The notion of a

process should be familiar to users of

multiprogrammed computer systems. In

RA TS, a process consists of:

1. Eight general registers, including

a stack pointer (R6) and a program

counter (R7), (The alternate set of

hardware registers, RO through R5,

which exist s in the PDP- 11 / 4 5 is

not available to the user programmer. )

2. Aprocessstatusword(PS), containing
the four condition codes and the liT It

bit. (Other parts of the hardware PS are

not available to the user programmer.)

3. An address space, divided into 1-

space and D- space. (See the PDP-

11/45 processor handbook for a

discussion of 1- and D-spaces. )

Each of 1- and D- spaces is divided

into 8 segments of 8192 bytes

(20000 octal) each. Each of these

segments has its own set of pro-

erties, described below.

4. A < C-list>, which is a directory con-

taining all of the capabilities of the

process. A < capability> is a pointer

to an < object>. Examples of objects

are files and processes. Capabilities

provide the only access to objects.

5. A number of state variables, dis-

cussed in following sections.
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User processes allrun in user mode.

The following paragraphs describe in

detailthe environment of each user

process. Certain instructions (such as

HALT) are said to be <illegal>. Illegal

instructions cause the offending process

to stop running, and another process

(which is "responsible" for the offending

process) is notified of the error. This

mechanism is described in more detail

in the section on processes. Note the

following restrictions with regard to

PDP-ll instructions as used in RATS:

1. HALT is an illegal instruction.

2. WAIT should not be used, since it

wastes processor time which could

be used by other processes.

3. RTI may be used wherever convenient.

It will not affect the processor mode,

register set, or processor priority

of the PDP-ll/45.

4. RTT should not be used, since it

may upset the operation of debugging

programs.

5. SPL and RESET do nothingin user

mode.

6. MTPI, MTPD, MFPI, and MFPD

should not be used.

7. BPT, or opcode 3, should not be

used. It is reserved for use by

debugging programs.

8. lOT is presently illegal.

9. EMT is used for supervisor calls

and is described more fully below.

10. TRAP performs a trap to a user

routine. The program status (PS)

and program counter (PC) are pushed

onto the user's stack and a new PC

and condition codes and T-bit are

loaded from location 34 of the user's

I-space. The process remains in

user mode.

All other instructions behave essentially

as described in the PDP-ll /45 processor

handbook

CAP ABILITIES

A <capability> is a pointer which

identifies ("points to") some <object> in

the system. The types of obj ects are:

. File

. Semaphore

Process.

. Directory

. Master entry

. Slave entry

. Entered process

. Supervisor

Capabilities exist only in <directories>.

A capability is identified by specifying a

directory and an <index> within the

directory. An index can be any 16 -bit

number; hence a directory can contain at

most 216 distinct capabilities.

Every process has a directory asso-

ciated with it, called its < C-list> (short

for capability list). A process can

manipulate objects only through capabilities

in its C -list. The C-list, therefore,

defines the access privileges of the

process.

The EMT instruction (pronounced

"emit") is used to perform operations

related to objects. When a process

executes an EMT, the supervisor examines

the word on the top of the process's stack.

That word is used as an index specifying

a capability in the process's C-list. This

capability specifies the object on which

some operation is to be performed; it is

the capability <invoked> by the EMT.

particular EMT can invoke different

capabilities depending on the index

A
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f
specified on the stack and the contents of

the C-list. The particular operation to

be performed depends on the type of

object and the contents of the low byte of

the EMT. These operations are described

separately for each type of object.

If the top of the stack does not exist or

there is no capability at the specified

index, the EMT is illegal. Parameters

relating to the operation may be passed

and/or returned on the stack. The word

following the EMT, called the parameter

control word, supplies the information

relating to these parameters. When any

EMT is executed, the stack must contain

(from the top): (1) The word specifying

the index of the capability being invoked;

(2) If bit 7 of the parameter control word

is on, a word specifying an index in the

C-list; (3) Other parameters, equal in

number to the contents of bits 6-0 of the

parameter control word.

These parameters are referred to by

their offset (in octal) from the original

stack pointer (SP); e. g., the C-list index

parameter would be word 2 (SP). There

is presently an upper limit of 24 param-

eters, excluding the C-list index param-

eter. In this handbook, EMT codes and

parameter control words are given in

octal.

After the operation is performed,

returned parameters, equal in number

to the contents of bits 14-8 of the param-

eter control word, are pushed onto the

stack. These parameters are referred to

by their offset from the final SP. There

is presently a limit of 24 parameters.

When the EMT completes, the process
resumes execution at the instruction

following the parameter control word.

Unless otherwise specified, EMT's com-

plete immediately. Also, note that the
EMT instruction clears all condition codes

unless specified otherwise in the descrip-

tions of individual operations.

Every capability has an eight-bit byte

associated with it, called the <attribute>

field. Each bit in this field defines a

permission for certain operations on the

object. If the attribute is present (i. e. ,

the bit is on), the operation is allowed.

Details may be found in the description

of each particular operation.

Since directories may contain capa-

bilities to other directories, it is apparent

that the directory structure is analogous

to a directed graph. There can be

several capabilities referring to a single

object; in that case, access to the object

is shared among all of the owners of the

capabilities. Furthermore, no single

owner can cause the object to be deleted,

for then the others would have capabilities

for a nonexistent object. It is a general

rule that an object will continue to exist

as long as it is possible to reference it,

or in other words, as long as there are

any capabilities referring to it. A

process may release its own capability

to an object, but the object itself is not

deleted until the last capability to it is

released. This fact is important to note,

because often it is desired to delete an

object which is consuming resources

(such as disk space or an I/O device),

and a capability tucked away in an obscure

place can be a hindrance.

Deletion of a directory causes deletion

of all the capabilities it contains, which

may in turn cause deletion of other objects.

A process is treated as having one capa-

bility, namely a pointer, to its C-list.

Deletion of a process, therefore, causes

-6-
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deletion of its C-list (which is a directory)

only if there are no other capabilities to

that directory.

The directory structure may have

directed cycles. For example, a directory

may contain a capability to itself. In such

a case, it is possible that capabilities to

an object exist even though there is no

path from the root of the directory structure

to the object. The rule is: an object is

deleted if and only if there is no path of

capabilities from the root of the directory

structure to the object.

FILES

Files are the only form of on-line

storage. (Off-line storage, such as

magnetic tape, paper tape, and punched

cards, is discussed elsewhere.) Files

reside on disk and/ or in core and are the

only access to disk and core. (In this

context, "core" means all memory which

is directly addressable on the PDP-ll's

UNIBUS, whether ferrite core or solid-

state. )

In many computer systems, files

reside on disk or other secondary

memory, and are explicitly copied into

the user's core or primary memory when

needed. In RATS, files are the user's

primary memory. In this respect they

resemble closely the concept of segments

in the Multics system. (The convention
has been established that a PDP-ll

segment is an 8192-byte area of the

address space, and we follow that conven-

tion here.) A process references a file

by referencing a location in its own

address space. If the portion which was

referenced is on disk, the supervisor

will move it into core, moving part of

~

some other file from core to disk if

necessary to make room in core. This

activity, known as paging, is completely

invisible to the user, except as it affects

speed of execution. The entire address

space thus appears to be in core at all

times.

A file may be from 0 through 232 - 1

bytes long. (In practice, available

storage places a more severe upper limit

on the length of a file.) The address of a

byte within a file is therefore two 16-bit

words. Since the PDP-ll processor

generates addresses which are only 16 bits

long, a mechanism is needed to map

these addresses into file addresses. This

mechanism will now be described.

The PDP-ll/45 processor's address

space of 216 bytes is divided into eight
13

segments of 2 bytes each. Each segment

contains the following addresses (in octal):

Furthermore, addresses are dis-

tinguished as to whether they refer to

I-space or D-space. A memory reference

is a reference to I-space if it is a fetch

of an instruction, index word, immediate

operand (such as N in TST #N), or

absolute address (such as A in TST @#A);

otherwise it is a reference to D-space.

Since any address may be in either 1-

space or D-space according to the context

in which it is used, there are eight I-space

-7-
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Addresses(in octal)

number From Through

0 0 17777
1 20000 37777
2 40000 57777
3 60000 77777
4 100000 117777
5 120000 137777
6 140000 157777
7 160000 177777



segments and eight D-space segments.

In this manual, the following convention

for numbering segments is used: seg-

ments 0-7 are in I-space and segments

10-17 (octal) are in D-space.

Each of the 16 segments independently

refers to some portion of some file. (Or,

a segment may refer to no file.) We say

that a segment is < attached> to a portion

of a file; this means that references to

the segment are in fact references to that

portion of the file. The length of the

portion may range from 1 to 20000 bytes

(octal). The portion may be attached at

the lower end of the segment, so that the

lowest address of the segment corresponds

to the lowest address of the portion, in

which case we say the segment expands

upward; or the portion may be attached

at the upper end of the segment, so that

the highest address of the segment

corresponds to the highest address of

the portion, in which case we say the

segment expands downward. Also, a

segment mayor may not have write
access.

The portion may begin at any file

address subject to the following restric-

tions, which are divided into two cases:

1. If the segment expands upward, then

the file address of the portion is

the address of the first location in

the portion. The file address must

be a multiple of 100 (octa!). If the

segment does not have write access,

the file address plus the length of

the portion must not exceed the

length of the file. If the segment

has write access, the length of the

file will be increased, if necessary,

to satisfy the preceding condition..

The portion must not cross a

20000-byte boundary; in other words,

the greatest integer in (file address /
20000) must equal the greatest

integer in ((file address + length of

portion - 1)/20000).

2. If the segment expands downward,

then the file address of the portion

is one plus the address of the last

location in the portion. The file

address must be a multiple of 100

(octal). If the segment does not

have write access, the file address

must not exceed the length of the file.

If the segment has write access, the

length of the file will be increased

if necessary to satisfy the pre-

ceding condition. The portion must

not cross a 20000-byte boundary; in

other words, the greatest integer

in ((file address - length of portion) /
20000) must equal the greatest

integer in ((file address - 1)/20000).

For example, suppose a process has

locations 400 through 777 of a file attached

to D-space segment 3 with upward expan-

sion. Then when the process references

location 60254, it will be referencing
location 654 of the file.

I
I
f

I

I

I
!

Attaching and detaching files does not

imply any movement of the file between

core and disk. Such movement occurs

only when the segment which is attached

to the file is referenced. Note that when

a file is modified, there is no need to

explicitly "write out" the modified version,

because the modified version is the only

version. The supervisor will move the

modified portion onto secondary storage

in the normal course of its paging opera-
tions.

Two or more processes may share a

common file if each has a capability for

- 8-



the file. A file capability has two possible

attributes, namely < write> (bit 1 of the

attribute field) and < D-space> (bit 0).

The <set length> operation, and the

< attach> operation specifying write access,

are legal only if the invoked file capability
has the write attribute. The <attach>

operation specifying a D-space segment

is legal only if the invoked file capability

has the D-space attribute. A file capability

lacking the write attribute is "read-only",

and one lacking the D-space attribute is

"execute-only". File operations are

described in the following table.

FILE OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

<attach>
Attaches a portion of the file to a segment of the process executing
the attach, unless an error condition occurs, as indicated by
condition codes (see below). Any previous attachrr~ent to the
segment is removed. Parameters for the attach are:

2(SP): bits 11-8 are the segment number (D-space is allowed
only if the invoked capability has the D-space
attribute.)

bit 3 is the expansion direction; 0 - upward, 1 - downward

bits 2 -0 are the access control field; 2 - read-only,
6 - read/write
(Read/write is allowed only if the invoked
capability has the write attribute.)

4 (SP): File address, least significant half.
6(SP): File address, most significant half.

10(SP): Length of the portion, in bytes.

Condition codes are set to indicate error conditions, as follows:

EMT 3
.BYTE 4,0

N is loaded with the inclusive or of Z, V, and C.

Z is set if the attach requests write access but the capability
invoked does not have the write attribute, or the attach
specifies a D-space segment but the capability invoked does
not have the D-space attribute, or the attach requests read-
only access for a portion extending beyond the end of the file.

V is set if the attach requests write access for a portion extending
beyond the end of the file, and the supervisor is not able to
increase the length of the file because of insufficient secondary
storage.

C is set if the file address, portion length, or access control
field is invalid.

EMT 4
. BYTE 0,2

<read length>
The length of the file (in bytes) is pushed onto the stack. 2(SP) is
the most significant word, and (SP) is the least significant.

<s et length>
The length of the file (in bytes) is set to the double-word value on
the stack. 2 (SP) contains the least significant word, and 4 (SP)
contains the most significant word. Nand Z are set if the invoked
file capability does not have the write attribute. N and V are set
if the file is being lengthened and the supervisor has insufficient
secondary storage.

EMT 5
. BYTE 2,0

- 9-



DIRECTORY

A directoryis a list of capabilities.

A directory capability has three possi-

ble attributes, which specify permis-

sions for each of three operations,

namely: read (bit 0), append (bit 1),

and delete (bit 2).

Directory operations are described in

the following table.

DIRECTORY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

<retrieve>
The capability in the directory at the index in 4 (SP) is copied into
the invoking process's C-list at the index in 2(SP). If the destina-
tion index is not free, condition code V is set. If the invoked
directory capability does not have the read attribute, Z is set.
If the capability to be copied is an entered process capability, or
if there are already 32767 capabilities referring to the object, C
is set. In any of the above cases, N is also set and the operation
does not take place.

EMT 0
. BYTE 201,0

<grant> .

The capability in the invoking process's C-list at the index in
2 (SP) is copied into the directory at the index in 4 (SP). V and C
are set as in retrieve. If the invoked directory capability does
not have the append attribute, Z is set. In any of the above cases,
N is also set and the operation does not take place.

EMT 1
. BYTE 201,0

<delete>
The capability in the directory at the index in 2(SP), if any, is
released. If the invoked directory capability does not have the
delete attribute, C and N are set and the operation does not take
place.

EMT 2
. BYTE 1, 0

<attach>
Same as attach for files, except that write access is not permitted.
This operation allows a process to determine the number, types,
and indexes of the capabilities in the directory. The format of a
capability is described in the comments to the RATS Coding. See
Appendix A (Supervisor) lines 550 through 600.

<read length>
Same as <read length> for files.

EMT 3
.BYTE 4, 0

EMT 4
.BYTE 0,2

PROCESS

The basic facts about a process have

been described earlier in this manual.

A process has a run indicator, which

indicates whether the process is allowed

to execute instructions. The run indi-

cator can be on or off, which can take

place independent of whether or not

the process is in a wait state. Only

the event being waited for can remove

the process from a wait state. Thus,

if the run indicator is on, turning

it off and then at some later time on

again will never disrupt the state of

the process.
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A process has two names associated

with itfor the purpose of accounting.

They are called the user-name and the

account-name. In most cases the two

names will be the same. (For cases in

which they are different, see the section

on entries.) When a user is logged in,

his process's user-name and account-

name are set equal to the name used at

log in. Resources used by a process

are accounted to its account-name. A

process's user-name only changes at

login and logout.

When an exceptional condition occurs

in a process, such as a HALT instruc-

tion, a <fault entry> occurs. See the

section on entries (below) for details of

the entry mechanism. A faultnumber is

passed to the process receiving the fault

entry. The faultnumber indicates the

type of fault,as shown in the following

table:

Other faultnumbers are possible in

conjunction with the <cause fault> opera-

tion on an entered process capability as

described in the Entered Process Capa-

bilityOperations Table.

For the proper operation of T- bit

traps, it is necessary to distinguish

two states of a process in which the

values of all registers (notably, the

PC and PS) are the same. In both

states, the PC contains the address

of the next instruction. In one state,

the process is about to execute that

instruction; if the T- bit is on, a T- bit

trap will occur at the end of that

instruction. In the other state, if the

T- bit is on, the proces s is about to

perform a T-bit trap signaling the end

of the previous instruction executed

by the process. If the T- bit is off,

no T- bit traps occur and the two states

are indistinguishable. However, for

Fault No. Type of fault

0

1

2

HAL T, odd address error

Reserved instructions

EPT with T-bit off

T-bit trap, or BPT with T-bit on

lOT

Other illegalinstructions, such as invoking an entry with no
masters, or invoking a nonexistent capability

Incorrect number of parameters passed. X, which is the high
byte of the faultnumber, indicates the expected number of
parameters. The stack is unchanged.

Incorrect number of return parameters expected. X, which is
the high byte of the faultnumber, indicates the number returned.
The stack is unchanged.

Illegalmemory reference. N is the number of the segment
referenced. X indicates the type of violation as follows:

1: Read-only
2: Segment length
3: Both read-only and segment length
4: Segment is not attached to anything
5: Segment is attached to a portion of a file

which has been deleted

3

4

5

6+X

7+X

8 + X + N~F16
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consistency the two states are distin-

guished on the basis of what would

happen if the T- bit were on.

To distinguish these two states, bit 8

of the PS is used. Termed the "RTT bit",

it is on in the first state above and off

in the second. This bit may be read and

written along with the rest of the PS.

Due to deficiencies in the PDP-

11/45 hardware, the RTT bit may be

accidentally cleared. Consequently,

programs making use of T-bit traps

should be prepared to receive

spurious extra T- bit traps. Process

operations are described in the following
table:

PROCESS OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 Same as for directory capabilities, substituting "invoked
process's C-list" for "directory". The invoked process
capability is considered to have full access attributes.

<wait>
Waits for a fault entry from the process. Similar to the
<wait> operation on a master entry capability (q. v.). The
entered process capability which is created will have the
fault entry attribute (bit 0).

EMT 5
. BYTE 200, 1

EMT 6
. BYTE 0, 0

<start>
Turns on the run indicator.

EMT 7
.BYTEO,O

<stop>
Turns off the run indicator. Does not affect any other
processes, not even ones owned by the invoked process.

<copy from>
Sets up an attachment in the invoking process at the segment
specified by 2(SP).identical to that in the invoked process at
the segment specified by 4 (SP). The null attachment may
be copied. Any previous attachment at the destination is
removed. If the file or directory capability which was
originally invoked to establish the source attachment did
not have the D-space attribute, then the destination segment
must not be in D-space; otherwise, C and N are set. If
either segment number is greater than 17 (octal), V and N
are set.

EMT 10
. BYTE 2,0

<copy to>
Similar to <copy from>. The attachment of the segment in
4(SP) in the invoking process is copied to the segment in
2(SP) in the invoked process. The process's run indicator
must be off and the process must not be in a wait; if this is
not the case, Z and N are set.

EMT 11
.BYTE2,O

EMT 12
. BYTE 0, 11

<read registers>
Pushes the PS and registers 7 through 0 of the process onto
the stack. The run indicator must be off; if this is not the
case, Z and N are set and garbage is pushed. The PS and
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PROCESS OPERATIONS (Continued)

Instruction Description and remarks

PC may indicate that the process is in supervisor mode.
This means that the process was stopped while executing a -

supervisor call (e. g., EMT). There is no easy way to
determine the location of the instruction which caused the
supervisor call. If the process is restarted without modifying
its registers, the supervisor call will proceed to completion
normally.

<write registers>
Pops registers 0 through 7 and the PS off the stack. Only
the 4 condition codes, the T-bit, and the RTT bit of the PS
are significant. The process's run indicator must be off and
the process must not be in a wait; if this is not the case, Z
and N are set. If the process was in supervisor mode, the
supervisor call which was in progress is aborted.

EMT 13
. BYTE 11, 0

SEMAPHORE

For a discussion of what a semaphore

is and how to use it, see Ref. 4. RATS

semaphore operations are discribed in

the following table:

ENTRY

The entry facility allows the user to

create programmed capabilities. Such

capabilities, when invoked, can perform

any desired function. For example, they

SEMAPHORE OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 0, o

EMT 1
. BYTE 0, o

<p>

<v>

<read value>
Pushes onto the stack the value of the semaphore variable. If N
processes are hung in the semaphore the value will be -N. This
is intended for debugging. A faster way to determine the value of
the semaphore variable is to maintain an ordinary variable which
is decremented every time a <p> is done and incremented on
every <v>.

EMT 2
. BYTE 0, 1

can be made to simulate most of the

other kinds of capabilities.

The entry facility comprises three

kinds of capabilities: master entry, slave

entry, and entered process. The process

being serviced must own a slave entry

capability, and the process which is

performing the service must own a

corresponding master entry capability.

The <wait> operation on a master entry

waits until a corresponding slave entry

capability is also invoked. When this

happens, the slave process is put in a

wait and the master process is restarted.
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The master proceS(3 is given an <entered

process> capability (hereafter abbreviated

EPC) referring to the slave process at

the index specified in 2 (SP).

The account-name of the master

process is set equal to the account-name

of the slave process. In effect, this

licenses the master to use the slave's

account on his behalf. When the master

returns control to the slave, the master's

account-name is set equal to its user-
name.

Upon successful completion of the

<wait> operation, (SP) will contain the

<transmitted information>. If :the entry

was caused by a process invoking a slave

entry capability, the transmitted informa-

tion has, in the low byte, the low byte of

the slave's EMT, and, in the high byte,

the attributes field of the invoked slave entry

capability. If the entry is a fault entry, the

transmitted information is the fault number.

Entry operations are described in the

following table:

ENTRY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 200, 0

EMT 5
.BYTE 200, 1

<create slave>

A slave entry capability corresponding to the invoked master entry
capability is placed in the C-list at the index specified in 2 (SP).
Its attribute field will be all ones. If the requested index is not
free, N and V are set. If the slave entry capability cannot be
created, Nand Z are set.

<wait>
Wait for a slave process to enter. See description above. 2 (SP)
has the index for the entered process capability. If successful,
the transmitted information is returned on the stack. The EPC
which is created will have the EMT entry attribute (bit 1). If the
specified index is not free, N and V are set and garbage is
returned on the stack. If all slave capabilities for this entry have
been deleted, Z and N are set and garbage is returned on the
stack.

ENTERED PROCESS CAPABILITY (EPC)

The following table describes the

possible operations on an entered process

capability (EPC). If the EPC does not

have the EMT entry attribute, only the

<restart> and < return> operations are

allowed; if other operations are attempted,

Z and N will be set. An EPC may not be

granted or retrieved.

ENTERED PROCESS CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 200,0

<retrieve>

The capability in the slave process's C-list at the index specified
by the C-list index parameter passed by the slave is copied into
the master's C-list at the index in 2(SP). If no C-list index param-
eter was passed, Z is set. V, C, and N are set as in the directory
operation <retrieve>.
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ENTERED PROCESS CAPABILITY OPERATIONS (Continued)

Instruction Description of remarks

EMT 1
.BYTE 200, o

EMT 2
.BYTE 0, o

EMT 3
. BYTE 0, C + X

EMT 4
.BYTE 1, o

EMT 5
. B YT EO, o

EMT 6
. BYTE X+1,o

<grant>
The capability in the master's C-list at the index in 2 (SP) is
copied into the slave process's C-list at the index specified by
the C-list index parameter passed by the slave. Z, V, C, and N
are set as for <retrieve> above.

<delete>
The capability in the slave process's C-list at the index specified
by the C-list index parameter passed by the slave is released.
Z and N are set as for <retrieve> above.

<read parameters>
In the parameter control word for this operation, o S X S 177,
and C = o or 200. The X parameters passed by the slave,
excluding the C-list index parameter, are copied onto the master's
stack. They will appear in the same order in the master's stack
as they did in the slave's stack. If the number of parameters
passed by the slave is not equal to X, or the C-list index parameter
bit in the slave's parameter control word does not match C, Nand
V are set and, if X> 0, the slave's parameter control word is
pushed onto the master's stack, followed by X-I words of garbage.

<cause fault>
The slave process executes a fault entry. 2(SP) specifies the
fault number. The slave's stack pointer will have its value at the
time of the enter. The EPC is released from the master's C-list,
and the master's account-name is set equal to its user-name.

<restart>
The slave process is restarted at the instruction which caused
the enter. The slave's stack pointer will have its value at the
time of the enter. Hence, unless something has changed, it will
reenter. Things that might have changed include the C-list, the
T-bit, or the run indicator. The EPC is released from the
master's C-list, and the master's account-name is set equal to
its user-name.

<return>
The slave process is restarted after the instruction which caused
the enter. If the EPC has the fault entry attribute, the slave's
PC is stepped one word. If the EPC has the EMT entry attribute,
the slave's PC is stepped two words (to skip over the parameter
control word). Hence the slave's EMT will appear to complete.
2(SP) specifies condition codes that are to be set for the slave.
If the EPC has the EMT entry attribute, X parameters are copied
from the master's stack to the slave's stack. They will appear
in the same order in the slave's stack as in the master's stack.
If the number of return parameters requested by the slave is not
equal to X, N and V are set, and an appropriate fault is caused
for the slave. If the EPC does not have the EMT entry attribute,
X must be zero. The EPC is released from the master's C-list,
and the master's account-name is set equal to its user-name.

The slave process's RTT bit will be cleared, so that if its
T-bit is on, a T-trap will occur. Exception: if the entry was a
fault entry due to a T-bit trap, the RTT bit was already off; in
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Instruction

ENTERED PROCESS CAPABILITY OPERATIONS (Continued)

Description of remarks

this case, it is turned on, so that another T-bit trap will not occur
until the next instruction has been executed. If the entry was a
fault entry due to a HALT or odd address error, the return
operation should not be used; <restart> will cause execution to
resume at the address in the PC, but in the case of an odd address
error, that is not necessarily the address of the next instruction.

SUPERVISOR CAPABILITY

Supervisor capability operations are

described in the following table.

SUPERVISOR CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 200,0

EMT 1
.BYTE 200,0

EMT 2
.BYTE 200,0

EMT 3
.BYTE 200,0

EMT 4
.BYTE 201,0

<release capability>
The capability at the index specified in 2(SP), if any. is removed
from the C-list. The general remarks (above) about releasing
capabilities apply.

<create file>
A new file of length zero is created and a capability for the file,
with write and D-space attributes, is placed in the C-list at the
index specified in 2 (SP). If the file cannot be created, Nand Z
are set. If the requested index is not free, N and V are set.

<create directory>
A new directory is created and a capability for it, with full access
attributes, is placed in the C-list at the index specified in 2(SP).
The directory is initially empty. If the directory cannot be
created, Nand Z are set. If the requested index is not free, N
and V are set.

<create process>
A new process is created and a capability for it is placed in the
C-list at the index specified in 2(SP). That index must initially
contain a capability for a directory, which will be used as the
C-list. The eight registers are initially zero, the PS is initially
174400, and the process has no attachments. The run indicator
is off. The user-name and account-name of the process are set equal
to the account-name of the process executing the <create process>. If
the process cannot be created or 2 (SP) does not refer to a directory
capability with full access attributes, Nand Z are set.

< create semaphore>
A new semaphore is created and a capability for it is placed in
the C-list at the index specified in 2(SP). The initial value of the
semaphore variable will be 4 (SP), which must be positive or zero.
If the semaphore cannot be created or 4 (SP) is negative, Nand Z
are set. If the requested index is not free, N and V are set.
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SUPERVISOR CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 5
.BYTE 200,0

<create entry>
A new entry is created, and a master entry capability for it is
placed in the C-list at the index specified in 2(SP). If the entry
cannot be created, Nand Z are set. If the requested index is not
free, N and V are set.

EMT 6
.BYTE 1,2

<read segment properties>
Reads properties of the segment whose number is in 2(SP). If
2 (SP) is greater than 17 (octal), V and N are set and two words
of garbage are pushed. Otherwise, it pushes the length of the
segment in bytes, and the expansion direction and access control
field in the same format as the file operation attach. If the segment
is not attached to anything, two zero words are pushed. (The file
number and file address are not currently provided but may be
added as a later modification.)

EMT 7
.BYTE 1, 0

<detach>
Removes the attachment (if any) to the segment whose number is
in 2(SP). If 2(SP) is greater than 17 (octal), V and N are set.

EMT 10
. BYTE 201,0

<remove attributes>
Removes attributes from the capability whose index is in 2(SP).
Each bit in the low byte of 4 (SP), if set, clears the corresponding
bit in the attribute field of the capability. There is no error
indication if an attribute to be removed is already gone.

EMT 11
. BYTE 0, 3

<read calendar clock>

Returns on the stack, in 4(SP), the number of days since 1 January
1901, and a two-word number giving the number of 1/60th's of a
second since last midnight. 2(SP) is most significant, and (SP)
is least significant. Greenwich Mean Time is used.

EMT 12
.BYTE 3,0

<wait for calendar clock>
Waits until the calendar clock time is greater than or equal to
the time on the stack. The format of the time is the same as
that of <read calendar clock>. If the given time is invalid, N
and C are set.

RA TS Programmer's Handbook:

Specific Capabilities

GENERAL EXEC does not presently have a

facility for allowing users to run their

own programs. When such a facility is

provided (most likely in the form of an

invisible debugger), the user program

will be provided with an environment which

will have certain features in common

with the environment in which EXEC now

When a user operates a terminal which

is connected to RATS, he is inputting to

a program called EXEC. EXEC is intended

to be self-explanatory: in most cases,

typing "HELP" will give the user all the

assistance he needs.
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runs. These features will now be

Supervisor

C-list directory

Public directory

Terminal Input

Terminal Output

Code file(read-only)

Stack file

the process. The process will initially

be given an attachment to this filein

segment zero of I-space. In the case of

EXEC, this fileis called the system file,

and contains code for allpermanent

system programs. The stack fileis a

filewhich can be used for the stack,

variables, and allother storage which

must be private to each process (or

group of processes) executing the program.

(Since the code fileis read-only, the

program will be reentrant.)

described.

The C-list initially contains:

Index Capability.

The supervisor capability has already

been described. The C-list directory

capability is an ordinary directory capa-

bility which refers to the C-list. This is

used to copy capabilities from one C-list

index to another. The code file is a file

containing the program to be executed by

0.

2

3

4

5

6

7

TERMINAL INPUT CAPABILITY

Terminal input capability operations

are described in the following table.

TERMINAL INPUT CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0.
. BYTE 20.3,1

<read>
Parameters are:

2(SP): Index of a capabilityfor a filecontaining space for
characters to be placed. Must have write and D-space
attributes.

4(SP): Low fileaddress of beginning of the space for characters.
6(SP): High fileaddress of beginning of the space.
10.(SP): Maximum number of characters to be put into the space.

This operation waits untilat least one character which has not been
read by a previous <read> has been input on the terminal. Then all
input characters which have not been read by a previous <read>
(up to the maximum) are put into the space provided, one character
per byte. The space must not cross a 20.0.00.-byteboundary in the
file. The number of characters read is returned on the stack.
Zero is returned ifthere is any error in the parameters supplied.
All RATS terminals are fullduplex.

The format of the characters returned is as follows. If bit 7

of the byte is zero, then bits 6-0. contain an ASCII character. If

bit 7 of the byte is one, then some error occ.urred on this

character, as given by other bits in the byte, as follows. Bit 6

is on if one or more characters were lost at this point in the input,

because either the input buffer overflowed or (unlikely) the

interrupt handler didn't respond to an interrupt in time. Bit 5 is

on if a break was received (i.e., a character with no stop bit).
Bit 4 is on if a character with bad parity was received.
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TERMINAL OUTPUT CAPABILITY

Terminal output capability operations

are described in the following table.

TERMINAL OUTPUT CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 203,0

<write>
Parameters are:
2(SP): Index of a capability for a file containing characters to be

output. Must have D-space attribute.
4(SP): Low file address of beginning of character string
6(SP): High file address of beginning of character string
10(SP): Number of characters in the string

This operation outputs the character string on the terminal. The
character string must not cross a 20000-byte boundary in the file.
Each byte contains an ASCII character; bit 7 is ignored. This
operation may wait some length of time before returning, if output
buffers are full. The user need not be concerned with padding
carriage returns, or other timing considerations. After the EMT
returns, the character string may be overwritten without affecting
the output. It is recommended that the character string not be
longer than 100 characters, since once a string begins being
output there is no way to stop it. If there is any error in the
parameters supplied, N is set.

This directory contains capabilities

for accessing I/O devices and other re-

sourc es of general utility. It contains:

Index Capability

10 Phone Handler capability

11 Line Printer capability

PUBLIC DIRECTORY 13 Paper Tape Reader Handler
capability (not yet imple-
mented)

Phone Handler Capabilitl

Phone handler capability operations

are described in the following table.

PHONE HANDLER CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 211,1

<call>
The <call> operation allocates a phone line, dials the requested
number (if possible), and sets the line operating at the requested
baud rate. Available baud rates are 110, 134.5, 150, and 300
(asynchronous) and 2000 (synchronous). 2000 baud transmission
is not implemented yet. Parameters are:
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PHONE HANDLER CAPABILITY OPERATIONS (Continued)

Instruction Description and remarks

2(SP): Index of a directory capability with append attribute.

4(SP): Index in that directory to receive a phone input capability
(see below).

6(SP): Index in that directory to receive a phone output capability
(see below).

10(SP): Baud rate at which phone line is to operate. For 134.5
baud, 10(SP) should contain 134.

12(SP) through 24(SP): Phone number to be called, one digit per
byte. Successive digits are in successive bytes (i. e., in-
creasing addresses). Only the low 4 bits of each byte are
significant. The number must be in standard form for direct
distance dialing; that is: the digit 1; a3 -digit area code; a
3-digit prefix; and a 4-digit extension.

Two capabilities (i. e., phone input and phone output) are
returned for operating the phone line, as described below. A
parameter is returned to indicate the outcome of the request, as
follows:

0

1

2

3

4

x > 100

Successful. The number was dialed automatically,
and carrier was established. Phone input and output
capabilities are returned.

Busy. The number was dialed automatically, but
carrier was not established within a reasonable time.
This could be due to calling a phone which is busy,
or which is not equipped with data communications
equipment (e.g., a wrong number). It may be
advisable to try the call again.

Unsuccessful. No phone line could be allocated.

Unsuccessful. The phone handler was unable to
create a process, entry, or semaphore. Try again
when system resources are less heavily loaded.

Error. An error in a passed parameter was detected
(e. g., invaiid baud rate or phone number).

A return code greater than 100 (decimal) indicates
that a phone line has been allocated but the number
could not be dialed automatically. X is the last four
digits of the phone line from which the call must be
manually dialed. Phone input and output capabilities
are returned.

NOTE

If the call was dialed automatically, deleting the phone output
capability will hang up the phone. If the phone was dialed manually
it must be hung up manually. Deleting both phone input and output
capabilities results in the phone line being deallocated (i. e. ,
available for other use).
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Phone Input Capability

Phone input capability operations are

described in the following table.

PHONE INPUT CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 203, 1

<read>
Parameters are:

2(SP): Index of a capability for a file containing space for
characters to be placed. Must have write and D-space
attributes.

4 (SP): Least significant word of the address in the file of the
beginning of the space for the characters to be placed. Must
be even.

6(SP): Most significant word of the file address.

10(SP): Size of the reserved space, in bytes. Must be even.
space must not cross a 20000 byte boundary.

The

The <read> operation waits until either (1) a character which
has not been read by a previous read has been received from the
phone line; (2) carrier detect changes; or (3) data set ready is off
(indicating the phone is on-hook). It then returns, in the space
provided, one or more words containing either a character or
status information. It returns on the stack a parameter which is
the number of bytes of the space which were actually used (i. e.,
2 times the number of words returned). This parameter will be
zero if there is an error in the passed parameters.

The meaning of the words returned is as follows. If bit 15 is
off, then bits 7 -0 contain a character which was received from the
phone line, and bit 12 has the parity of bits 7-0. If bit 15 is on,
the word contains status information, as follows:
Bit 14 is on if one or more characters were lost due to buffer

overflow.

Bit 13 is on if a break was received. (Note: Some phone line
interfaces cannot recognize breaks. On these lines, a break
will be interpreted as a series of null characters.)

Bit 11 is on if the word contains status:

Bit 10 indicates the status of carrier detect

Bit 9 is on if an outgoing call is in progress. It is off if the
phone line is on-hook or an incoming call is in progress.
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I
Phone Output Capability

Phone output capability operations are

described in the following table.

~HONE OUTPUT CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 203, 0

<write>
Parameters are:

2(SP): Index of a capability for a file containing characters to be
transmitted. Must have the D-space attribute.

4 (SP): Least significant word of the address in the file of the
beginning of the string of characters. Must be even.

6(SP): Most significant word of the file address.

10(SP): Size of the string of characters, in bytes. Must be even.
The string must not cross a 20000-byte boundary.

The <write> operation transmits the string of characters on
the phone line. Each character occupies one word. If bit 15 is
zero, bits 7 -0 contain the character to be transmitted. If bit 15
is one, a break is sent for one character time.

Errors are indicated by returned condition codes. Z and N are
set if no outgoing call is in progress on the line. (Some characters
may have been transmitted successfully.) C and N are set if any
passed parameter is in error.

Line Printer Capability

The line printer on the RISOS system

is a Versatec matrix printer, with 132

columns and 54 lines per page. Line

printer capability operations are described

in the following table.

LINE PRINTER CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 200,0

<print>
2(SP) has the index of a file to be printed. The entire file will be
printed, preceded by a page containing the calling process's
account-name. Each byte of the file is an ASCII character. Bit 7
of each byte is ignored. Output is buffered, so the <print>
operation returns immediately, but the file may not be printed for
a while. After the <print> operation returns, the file may be
overwritten without affecting the output.
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Line Printer Capability Operations (Continued)

'Instruction Description of remarks

If any parameter is in error, N and C are set. If the line
printer handler's buffer is full or enough file space cannot be
created, N and V are set. If the line printer is off-line, out of
paper, etc., Z is set, a message is printed on the operator's
console, and the file will be printed when the printer becomes
ready. After the printer is made ready, another <print>
operation must be done to resume output. If the printer becomes
not ready while a file is being printed but after the <print>
operation has returned, a message is printed on the operator's
console, but no error indication can be given to the user who did
the <print>.

Paper Tape Reader Hand)er j::apability

The paper tape reader handler is not

yet implemented in RATS. Paper tape

reader handler capability operations are

described in the following table.

PAPER TAPE READER HANDLER CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 200,0

<assign paper tape reader>
This operation returns a paper tape reader capability at the C-list
index in 2(SP). The possessor of a paper tape reader capability
has exclusive use of the paper tape reader until he deletes the
paper tape reader capability. If the paper tape reader is already
assigned to someone else, Nand Z are set. If the C-list index
passed is not free, Nand C are set.

Paper Tape Read_e_r-C_apabilit.l

Paper tape reader capability operations

(not yet implemented) are described in the

following table.

PAPER TAPE READER CAPABILITY OPERATIONS

Instruction Description and remarks

EMT 0
.BYTE 200,0

<read>
This operation reads a paper tape and returns a data file in the
index in 2(SP). The file will contain one byte for each line of
tape read. Leaders and trailers are not stripped. If not enough
file space can be created for the tape, N and V are set and no file
is returned. If the C-list index passed is not free, Nand Care
set.
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RATS System Programmer's Handbook

GENERAL

The various programs which comprise

RA TS can be grouped into three categories:

the supervisor, the I/O handlers (phone,

terminal, paper tape reader and line

printer), and application programs (e. g.,

EXEC). RATS is written in a language

similar to DEC PAL assembly language.
The differences between the two are

described in the comments at the begin-

ning of the listing of the supervisor (see

Appendix A). In most cases there is a

simple correspondence. The major ex-

ception is that the local symbols available

in DEC MACRO-ll are not as general as

those used in RATS. Consequently,

getting RATS to assemble in a standard

DEC system is a difficult task at present.

SUPERVISOR

The supervisor is the central portion

of RATS. It does scheduling, handles

virtual memory, implements system calls
and carries out resource allocation.

Although it is assembled as a single pro-

gram the supervisor is divided into four

parts: (1) resident code and tables,

(2) the File Daemon, (3) the Administra-

tive Daemon, and (4) the Logger.

The resident code and tables consist

of, in order of increasing memory

addresses: the interrupt vectors; the

kernel mode stack; the scheduler; the

memory management and paging sub-

routines (which are callablp in supervisor,

user and kernel mode); the EMT handler

(which operates in supervisor mode);

resident tables (which are overlayed with

the initialization routine); memory

management and paging routines (callable

only in kernel mode); and the interrupt
handlers and their tables and buffers. All

other parts of RATS operate in virtual

memory and in user mode.

The File Daemon is a process which

handles those parts of memory and file

management which require referencing

tables in virtual memory. The principal

non-resident tables are: (1) the File

Reference Count File, (2) the Disk Block

Table, and (3) the Segment Descriptor
Block File. The File Daemon is invoked

automatically, whenever necessary, by

means of a special case of the entry
mechanism.

The Administrative Daemon is a process
which handles resource allocation. Most

of the EMT's which deal with capabilities

are treated as entries to the Administra-

tive Daemon.

The Logger has two functions: (1) to

initialize the I/O handlers and start an

.EXEC at each terminal, and (2) to keep

records of who logs in and out, etc.

I/O HANDLERS

At the present stage of its development,

RATS supports only terminals, datasets

(modems) and a line printer. The follow-

ing notes should be of value to anyone

writing an I/O handler for RATS.

a. An I/O handler consists of two

parts - an interrupt handler and a handler

process. The interrupt handler runs in

kernel mode and at a processor priority

equal to the interrupt priority. It must

save and restore all registers it uses.
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The interrupt handler code and all tables

used must be permanently core resident;

if a memory management trap occurs in

an interrupt handler, RATS will crash.

The interrupt handler must therefore be

written into the RATS supervisor, which

contains all resident code and tables. The

code and tables should be visually de-

limited from the rest of the RATS super-

visor.

b. Most of the work of handling the device

should be done in the handler process,

to minimize the amount of core-resident

code. However, RATS cannot schedule

processes to meet real-time demands.

Therefore, any handling which must be

done in real-time must be done by the

interrupt handler. A process will usually

be run within 0.2 seconds of its being

restarted, but the handler should be pre-

pared to encounter occasional longer

delays. In other words, the handler

should be designed to provide an acceptable

level of service (e. g., transmission rate)

for delays of 0.2 seconds or less, but it

should still work (with possibly degraded

service) for arbitrarily long delays.

c. The handler process should be

assembled separately. At Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory, current practice

does not allow linking separately assembled

modules. Therefore, linkages should be

kept to an absolute minimum. Usually, a

single table address is sufficient; it can

be passed in a register when the handler

process is first started.

d. The handler process must be

created by the logger at system startup

time. Again, this code should be visually

distinct. There are subroutines within

the logger to facilitate this. Usually, the

handler process will require an attachment

to the I/O page. It will also need one or

more capabilities to pre-existing sema-

phores and other objects; these must be

assembled into the logger's initial C-list

so that it can give them to the handler

process. The code for the handler process

should be written onto a fixed, low address

on the disk, known to both the handler and

the logger; the logger can then set up an

attachment to the code for the process.

APPLICATION PROGRAMS

Users at terminals interact with RATS

through the EXEC program. When RATS

is initialized, an EXEC process is

created for every terminal. It is EXEC

that is responsible for giving the user at
a terminal access to the resources of

RATS. EXEC was patterned after the

EXEC on TENEX. At present, the only

features of EXEC are login, logout,

telephone connections, and ancillary

functions. The system's "Help" responses

ass ist in clarifying problems involved in
the use of EXEC.
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Appendices

RA TS System Listings

NOTE

The RATS operating system, the listings of
which are printed here, is an outgrowth of
the work of the RISOS Project which is
sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense under
ARPA Order No. 2166.
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05/06/70 15:CO:51 ASSf"Bl Y

0001
0002
OG03
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
DOlO
DOn
GO12
0013
OC14
0015
OUlf
0017
0018
0019
002C
0021
C022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
OJ3l
0032
0033
0034
0035

'PROGRA" "A"E: RATS SUPERVISOR

'FILED U'JDER: 15055751 .R:RATS:SVS

'ORIGINATED: "OV".'PER 1973 By CHAoLrs L..mHI

'DATE OF THIs VEPSION: 6 MAY 1974

'DESCRIPIION:
THIS PROGRAM IS THE ~UCLEUS OP AN OPERAIING SYSTEM FOR

, THE OEC POPil/45 CO~PUTER, THF RATS srSTE" IS DOCUMENTED "J
, REPORT UCRL-b1582, AVAILABLE FROM THE IECH"ICAL INFOR""IO"
, DEPARn1ENT of THE LAWRENCE LIVERMOPE LABORATORy, BOx 808,
, lIVERMeRE, CALIFO"~IA 9.550.,
.........., PROGRAMMHiG CONVENTIONS ...0"'" """"0

.,LL SUBROUTIrJES APE CALLED WITH "SR Pc,SUPR U"lFSS OTHERwISE
, SPECIFIED,

'COMMENTS ON 8"M'CH ,,'STRUCTIONS REFFR TO THE CASE IN WHICH THE. BRANCH OCCURS.
"ELF-LOOPS (E.G. pR 0) ARE USUALLY rESIG"ED TO TEST FOR cONDITIONS. WrlICH ARE NEVFR SUPPOSED TO OcrUR. IF ONF OF THEM IS REACHED.
. THERE IS A BUG SOMEWHERE. OCCASIONALLY A SFLF-LOOP IS llSED. IN THE CASE OF KNew" BUGS DR U"IMPlE"E"TED FEATURrs, THESE
, OCCURRANCES ARE APPROPRIA!EL Y COM"ErnED,

'ABBREVIATIONS USED:
,
',PT
'APTE
'CPO
'SDo
'CSR
'CR
'PCW

ACTIVE PAGE TAPLE
ACTIVE PAGE TABLE ENTRy
CORE PA6E DFSCRIPTOR
SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR BLOC.
CONTROL STATUS REGISTER

CARRIA6E RETURN
PARAMETER CD~TRDL WORD

ooU
0037
AD'"
0039
OC4C
G04I
0042
0043
0".
0045
0046
0047
0048

0049
0050

0051

or52
0053
0054

0055

Ou56
0057

'lA',GUAGE: PDPI1 ASSEMBLER, AS rEFIrED BY THF .ssE"BLER "PAL"
WHICH RUNS ON T~E PDPIO'S AT TPF LAWRE,"CF LIVER"ORr
LARDRATOPY.

TO ASSE"BLE: LrG IN TO MAcHH'E " OR QI
TYPE "PAL <INFILE> <LISTFHo <BINFH 0"
WHERE <"lrILD IS THE /lAMF of THr FII E TO BE ASSEMBLED

!THE PRACKFTS ARE METAl "'GUAL AND SHOULD NOT
BE TYPED I,

(lISTFIL£> IS THE NA"E OF THE FIlr TO BE cREATED
f'ITH THr ASSEMBLY LISTING,

AND <"INrILE> TS THE NAMr OF THE FILE TO BE CREATED
"ITH THE BINARY OUTPl'T.

IF <I"FILE> IS A DIREcTORY, THr SUBFILES IT cONTAINS WILL
BE ASSE"BlCD CONSECUTIVELY I IN ALPHABETICAL oRDEP OF
FILE NA"ES) AND MEROED INTO O"E OUTpl'T FILE, ONl Y
SYMBOLS DECLloRED TO BE rXTERNAL (SFE RELOW) AND THE
LOCATIO" COUI"TER AKE CO"f,O" TO ALL Sl'RASSE"BLlrS,
OTHER SYMBOLS ARE LOCAL WITPIN THE SI'BASSEMBL Y.

0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
J063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
U074
0075
0076
0071
0078
0079
0000
OC81
0082
0083
0084
0085
G086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
0101
0102
0103
010.
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113
011"
0115
0116
0117

TO PU~CH THE OUTPUT: LOG IN TO MACHINE P OR Q,
PHYSICALLY FEED LEADER TAPE FKOM THE PUNCH,
TyPE' "PTP (BINFILE> KIl",
THI S WILL PUNCH AT THE BEoINNI"G OF THF TAPE A LOADER

DESIGNEr TO BE READ IN BY A SPECIAL ROOTSTRAP LOADER
WHICH STARTS AT LOCATIO" 37604 OF THE HIGHEST "'"DRY

'PRINCIPLE DIFFCRErlCES BETWEEN THIS ASSEMBLY lANOUAGE AND
PAlU AS DHINED no STM'DARr DEC DOCUMENTATION:

PAN..

'THIS PAL DEC PAL COMMENT

BEGIN CDMME"T
DEFINE lABEL X
DEFINE ST"HOL X AS EXPRESS10N EXPR
SYMBOL CONSTITUENTS
VALUE OF LUCATIO" COUNTER
SET LOCATIO" COUNTER
REGISTER EXPRESSION
NUr.BER " I" DECIMAL RADIX
NUMPER N IN BINARy RADIX
DEFINE DIGIT n AS A lOC,L SYMBOL, AS

DESCRIRED IN KNUTH, ART OF cOMPUTER
PROGRAMMING, VOL, 1 p, 147, EXCEPT
THAT DH IS HERE WRITTErI AS DXXXXX, WHEPE
XXXxX IS Up TO 5 OPTIONAL ALPHAtJUMERIC
CHARACTERS WHICH ARE IONOREO.

NOT AVAILABLE GIVE E"ROR IF LOCAL SY"POL REFERENCE
CROSSES THIS POWT

END OF SOURCE PROGRAM
ASSEMBLE EXPRESSIo"S AS WORDS
SAME AS .WOPD EXPR
ASSEMBLE EXPRESSIONS AS BYTES
FORCE LOCATION COUNTER EvEN
ASSE"BlE STRING S OF ASCII CHARAcTERS

BETwEEN DELI"ITERS /
WITHIN STKTNG 5, ESCAPE SEQUENCES ARE:
CARRIAGERETURN10151
LINE FrED, 012)
ETB (0271= '075>

ASCII VALUEOF CHARACTERC
AScI I VALUEOF CHARACTERSC AND0
16-BIT EXPRESSION WHOSE BYTES ARE

mE GIVEN 8-BIT EXPRESSIONS.
LEFT EXPRESSIoN IS LOW BYTE,

ADVANCE ASSEMBLY LISTING TO TOP OF PAGE
SAME AS DR. HE
ASSEMBLE FUR 11/20 (OTHERWISE 11/451
DECLARE SYMBOLS EXTERNAL TO THIS

SUBASSEMBLY, THESE SYMBOLS WILL BE
DEFINEO ONLY ON PASS 2.

, ENTRY SyM NOT AVAIL, DECLARE syMBOLS WITHIN THIS SUBASSEMBLY

, TO BE EXTERNAL. REGISTER SyMBOLS NOT
ALLOWED.

& LOGICAL AND OPERATOR
I LOGICAL OR OPERA TOR

AVAILABLE MULTIPLICATION OPERATOR
AVAILABLE OIVISIDN OPERATOR

N.A, ASSEMBLE FULLOWING TEXT IF EXPRESSION E

'x X:
'X SYN EXpR X=EXPR
, . ,. .

DRG EXPR .=EXPR
SEXPR OrXPR
=DN ",
=BN NOT AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE'r,

CLL

END ,ENC
WRD EXpR . WORO EXPR

'NOT AVAILABLE EXPR
. BYT EXPR .BYTE EXPR

EVN ,EvEN
ASC /SI ,ASCII 151

=C
=L
=E

./C/ 'C
,ICDI "cD

, EXPRIEXPR NOT AVAIL,

SKP NOT AVAILABLE
BLR E NOT AVAILABLE
XX NOT AVAILABLE, EXT SYM NOT AVAILABLE

'NOT AVAILABLE
'NOT AVAILABLE
'. NOT
'I NOT
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